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ABSTRACT 
For A and B real matrices with prescribed singular values, Miranda and Thomp- 
son characterized maxtr(AUBV) when U and V range over SO(n), the real proper 
orthogonal group. Motivated by this result, we investigate the location of deft A + 
UBV) for A, B, U, V as previously. The corresponding problem for A and B complex 
matrices and U and V ranging over the unitary group is also discussed. Analogies are 
drawn between the determinantal problems and their tracial versions. © Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
John von Neumann [12] proved in 1937 that if A and B are square 
complex matrices with singular values al  >t "'" >I ~, and /31 >i "" i>/3,, 
respectively, then 
maxltr ( AUBV)I = ~ a,/3,, (1.1) 
i=1 
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where the maximum is taken over all matrices U and V in the n × n unitary 
group U(n). This result has attracted great interest in different domains [2, 4, 
7, 13], and several alternative proofs have appeared in the literature (see e.g. 
[6, 8, 9] and the references therein). Miranda and Thompson [9] investigated 
maxtr(AUBV) for A and B real matrices and U, V ranging over SO(n), the 
real proper orthogonal group. It is proved that for A, B real matrices with 
singular values cei,/3~ in weakly decreasing order, then 
n-1  
max tr( AUBV) = ~, a i r  i + [signdet( AB)]anfl n. (1.2) 
U,V~ SO(n) i= 1 
The yon Neumann singular value theorem plays a role in the group 
majorization method, developed in recent years, which generalizes the classi- 
cal concept of majorization [3, 4]. Significantly, the proper real version of this 
inequality can be used in the group majorization method to obtain a new 
proof of the necessity part of the well-known singular-value-diagonal- 
element inequalities [10]. 
Since the trace is the sum of the eigenvalues and the determinant is the 
product, when we replace in the left hand side of (1.1) and (1.2) products by 
sums and sums by products, the determination of maxtlv ~u(n)ldet(A + 
UBV)I and maxu. vESO(n) det(A + UBV) naturally arises. This paper estab- 
lishes inequalities for determinants of matrix sums corresponding to the 
mentioned tracial inequalities of matrix products. These tracial and determi- 
nantal inequalities exhibit a certain analogy with the roles of sums and 
products interchanged. 
Let Cn× n be the set of n-square complex matrices. Denote by D(A, B) 
the set of all possible values attained by det(A + B) when A and B range 
over  Cn× n with fixed singular values a i, fly It is well known that A and B 
are unitarily equivalent to A 0 = diag(oq . . . . .  ot n) and B 0 = diag( fll . . . . .  fin), 
respectively. Since D(A, B) = D(PAQ, SBT) for any P, Q, s, T ~ U(n), we 
can consider A and B in diagonal form when defining D(A, B): 
D(A,  B) =D(Ao,  Bo) = {e'6 det(Ao + UBoV ) :U ,V~ U(n)  and ~b~ R). 
Having in mind that U(n) is path connected and the determinant is a 
continuous function, it follows that D(A, B) is an annulus centered at the 
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origin. The inner and outer radii of the annulus D(A, B) were obtained 
before by M. E. Miranda in [11], and the original proof is based on a theorem 
by Fiedler [5]. In Theorem 2 a simpler proof of this result using majorization 
theory is given. 
For A and B real matrices with fixed singular values t~, [3~, define 
R(A ,  B) = {det(A + UBV):  U,V ~ SO(n)}. 
Since SO(n) is connected, R(A, B) is clearly a real line segment. The 
characterization f the endpoints of R(A, B) depends on the sign of the 
determinants of A and B. The endpoints of this line segment are identified 
in Theorems 1and 1', and the remaining cases follow from these theorems in
conjunction with Proposition 2. We observe that our proof technique is 
elementary, using perturbative methods in the maximization (minimization) 
in order to deduce information on the maximizing (minimizing) matrices. We 
notice that also the original proofs of (1.1) by von Neumann and of (1.2) by 
Miranda and Thompson used these perturbative t chniques. 
In passing, we observe that there has been a great deal of interest in 
finding bounds for the determinants based on partial information on the 
matrices (see e.g. [6, §7.8] and [1, 5]). In the problems investigated in this 
paper only the singular values of the matrices are constrained, not their 
structure. 
Finally, analogies are drawn between these determinantal problems and 
their original trace versions. These multiplicative and additive versions of 
results, already pointed out (see e.g. [8]), seem quite interesting. The under- 
standing of this phenomenon f duality would be challenging. 
We will obtain the following results: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A, B be complex matrices with singular values ~,  [3~ 
in weakly decreasing order. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) 0 ~ D(A,  B); 
(ii) oq >i [3. and [31 >1 t~.; 
(iii) 0 ~ R(A, B), where A = diag(a 1 . . . . .  a . )  
. . . .  [3.). 
and B = diag( /31, 
THEOaEM 1. Let A, B ~ R,x . have singular values tr I >1 ... >1 t~, 
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and /31 >1 "'" >>" /3.. I f  det A >t 0 and det B >1 O, then 
n 
max det( A + UBV) = I-I ( a, + /3._,+,) 
U, V e SO(n) i = 1 
and 
min (let( A + UBV ) 
U, V ~ SO(n) 
'(~1 /3.)(~. "-' - -/31)I-I,:~ (~, + 0.-,+3 
FI,".,( a, -/3._,+ 1) 
(~. +/31)n=/(. ,  -/3._,+,) 
(-, + #.)nLd~,-/3.- ,+,) 
i f a ,>/ /3 ,  and/3 ,> la  n, 
if n is even and either 
a 1 </3 .  or /3,  < a . ,  
if n is odd and a ,  </3 . ,  
if n is odd and a .  >/31. 
THEOREM 1'. Let A, B satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. If  det A ,~ 0 
and (let B >f O, then 
max det( a + UBV ) 
U, V ~ SO(n) 
' ( - -Or  n -}- t.~ll i=1 \Oti "Jr /3n - i+ l )  [4 ~l-I n -  1[ 
1-IL,(-~, +/3.-,+1) 
I(,~, +/3.)rI,"__d-,~, +/3._,+,) 
if a ,  i>/3. and/31 >t a .  
or i fa  I < /3 . ,  
if n is odd and/31 < a . ,  
if n is even and/31 < a .  
and 
min det( A + UBV ) 
U, V ~ SO(n) 
_ / ( -~ ,  +/3.)I-IL2(~, +/3._,+,) 
FIL,(-~, +/3.-,+1) 
~(/3, + o,.,)n;'__-/( -o,, +/3._,+,) 
if a I >/ /3n and/31 >t a .  
or if/31 < or., 
if n is odd and a 1 </3 . ,  
if n is even and a 1 </3 . .  
PBOPOSITION 2. Let A, A' and B, B' have singular values c~ and /3~, 
respectively. Assume det(AA')  ~< 0 and det(BB')  ~< 0. I f  x ~ R(A, B) = 
{det(A + UBV): U,V ~ SO(n)}, then -x  ~ R(A', B'). 
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THEOREM 2, Let A, B ~ C.×. have singular values a I >1 ... >1 a. and 
/31 >>" "'" >1/3.. Then we have 
n 
max [det(A + UBV)[ = 1-I(a~ + /3._,+,) 
U,V~U(n) i=1  
(1.3) 
and 
i--i n 
rain Idet(A+UBV)I= ,=11~, /3._,+,1 
U,V~U(n) 0 
i f a .  >/31 or /3 .>a 1, 
otherwise. 
(1.4) 
The proofs of the theorems will be given in the next section. In our 
discussion, we shall use the following notation: By K.(R) we denote the set of 
n × n real skew-symmetric matrices, and by S. the symmetric group of 
degree n. 
2. PROOFS 
Proof of Proposition 1. (i) ~ (ii): Suppose al </3.  or /3311 < a..  We 
show that 0 ~ D(A, B). In fact, having in mind the hypothesis, one of the 
matrices A or B, say A, is nonsingular. Thus the greatest singular value of 
A - 1U BV, denoted by Sl( A-  1U BV ), satisfies (e.g. see [8, pp. 246-248]) 
S l (A-1UBV)  <~ a~1/31 < 1. 
Then 
[det(A + UBV)[ = Idet Alldet(I + A-1UBV)]  ~ O, 
and so the annulus D(A, B) has a positive inner radius. 
We now prove (ii) =~ (iii). Consider A = diag(a 1 . . . . .  or.), B = 
diag(/3 . . . . . .  /31), and A(t) = U(t)AU(t), U(t) = E n cos t + El.  sin t - 
E.1 sin t + E. .  cos t + ~.~-~Ekk, where Etjdenotes the matrix with a one at 
the entry ( i , j )  and zeros elsewhere. It can be easily seen that U(t) ~ SO(n). 
Moreover, an easy computation shows that the continuous real valued func- 
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tion h(t) = det[A(t) + B] satisfies h(O)h(~r/2) < 0. Thus there exists t o 
[0, Ir/2] such that h(t o) = 0 and so 0 ~ R(A, B). 
(iii) ~ (i): Trivial. • 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since SO(n) × SO(n) is compact and the determi- 
nant is a continuous function, the maximum and minimum in Theorem 1 are 
attained. Let P0 and Q0 be the elements of SO(n) at which the maximum is 
attained. By the singular value decomposition for real matrices, there exist 
P1, Qx in SO(n) such that PIAQ1 = diag(a 1 . . . . .  a,) =A o. Clearly, det(A + 
PoBQo) : det(A 0 + PBQ) for some P, Q ~ SO(n). Rename A 0 as A and 
PBQ as B, and assume deft A +/~) 4: 0. Suppose, as an initial case, that A 
has simple nonzero singular values. 
For any real skew-symmetric matrix T and real e, the function 
f (e )  = det(A + e f ' r /~)= det(A +/~)[1 +re  tr(A +/~)- IT / ]  + O(e~)] 
satisfies f ' (0) -- 0. Then 
t r [T /3 (A+/3) - l ]  =0  VT ~ K.(R) .  (2.1) 
Recalling that tr(PQ) is an inner product in C,x ., we conclude that the 
skew-symme"tric part of /~(A +/3)- l-vanishes and so /~(A +/~)-1 is sym- 
metric. Therefore 
(A  + Bt )B=Bt (A  + B) 
and so 
= (2 .2 )  
Similarly, we can conclude that 
= (2 .3 )  
From (2.2) and (2.3) we have A~/~ =/~A z. Since we are assuming A 
diagonal with distinct nonzero diagonal elements, /~ is diagonal as well. It 
follows that for some permutation ~r, /~ -- diag(/3~o ) . . . . .  /3~(,)), and the 
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maximum in the theorem is given by 
f i  n max (a  s +/3~,))  = I- I  (a ,  +/3,) ,  
o'~Sni=l i=l 
since, for i < j  and i' < j ' ,  
(a, +/3,,)(aj +/3s) - (a, +/3f)(aj  +/3j,) = - (a, - aj)(/3,,-/3j,) ¢0 ,  
and every permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions. 
The prescription on the singular values of A may be removed by a 
continuity argument, and the result for the nonzero maximum holds. 
Assume now that the maximum occurs at deft A +/~) -- 0. Let us perturb 
both matrices o that their singular values become distinct. It is then possible 
to attain positive values and so the maximum is positive. By appealing to the 
previous discussion and continuity, the claimed maximum is proved to hold. 
Let det(A +/~) ¢: 0 be a minimum, that is, let /~ be a minimizing 
matrix. Assume that the singular values of A are distinct and positive. By a 
similar argument o the one  previously used to characterize a maximizing 
matrix, we conclude that B is diagonal and the minimum is given by 
min~ ~ s,, l-It n l(a~ + /3~r(i)). The prescription on the singular values of A may 
be easily removed by a continuity argument. 
Now we have to consider four eases: a 1 >I/3, and/31 ~ a,;  n even and 
either a 1 </3,  or /31 < a,;  n odd and a 1 </3,;  and, finally, n odd and 
an ~ /31" 
First case: The singular values interlace, i.e., a 1 1>/3, and /31 ~ an' In 
this ease, the minimum is nonpositive and is the product of (a  k -/3k,X % - 
/3v) by n - 2 factors of the form a~ +/3t', where a k - /3~ ~< 0 and a t - 
/3t' >~ 0. 
Let {i, j} ~ {k, l}, i < j ,  and i' < j ' .  Then 
(a, +/3,,)(aj +/3j,) - (a, +/3~,)(aj +/3~,) = - (a , -  ~j)(/3,, - /3j ,)  ~ 0 
and so i' < j'. On the other hand, 
(ak  - /3k , ) (a ,  +/3,,) - (ak  - &)(  a, +/3~,) = - ( a~ - a , ) (  /3k'-  &)  >I O, 
and i < k implies i' > k'. Finally 
(=t -  &) (a ,  + &)  - (a~-  &) (a ,  + &)  = - (az -  a , ) (&  + &)  < 0, 
and therefore k = n, k' = 1, l -- 1, l' = n, i' ffi n - i + 1. 
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Second case: If n is even and either a 1 </3,  or /31 < an, then the 
minimum is nonnegative and occurs when all the factors are of the form 
a, -/3i'- Since, for i < j  and i' < j', 
(5 , - /3 ,0 (5  i -/3j,) - (5, - /3 j , ) (51 - /3 i0 = (5 , -  5i)(/3,,-/3i,) >~ 0 
and every permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions, it 
follows that the minimum is l-li~ l(ai - /3n -  i + 1). 
Third case: If n is odd and a 1 </3n, the minimum has n - 1 factors of 
the form 5 i - [3J' and one factor of the form a k +/3k'. Therefore 
(5 , - /3 ,0 (5  i +/3j,) - (5, - /31,)(5 i  +/3,0 = (5 , -  5i) (/3,, -/310 -< 0 
and 
(5 , - /3 ,0 (5  i +/3i') - (51 -/3,,)(5, + &) = (5 , -  5i) (/3,, -/3t') >~ 0. 
n-1  Thus the minimum is (a  n +/31)YIi=1 (a, - /3n- ,+l) -  
The proof of the last case follows by similar arguments. 
Finally, assume the minimum occurs at deft A + B) --- O. Beating in mind 
Proposition 1, we have /31 >I an and a 1 >i fin" Equality must hold in one of 
these inequalities, otherwise it would be possible to attain negative values, 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Since either /31 = O/n or 51 = /3n, the 
claimed expression for the minimum clearly holds. • 
The proof of Theorem 1' follows analogous teps to the previous theorem 
and is left to the reader. Now we prove Proposition 2: 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let x ~ R(A,  B). There exist P, Q ~ SO(n) 
such that x = deft A + PBQ). Without loss of generality, we can assume A 
and B in diagonal form with all diagonal elements nonnegative xcept 
perhaps for the last, exactly when the determinant is negative. That is, 
A = diag(a 1 . . . . .  (sign det A)ot,) and B = diag(/31 . . . . .  (signdet B)/3n). Let 
A = diag(1 . . . . .  1 , -  1). Then x = det(AA' + PAB'Q)  = -det (A '  + 
P'B'Q), with P' = AP and A ~ SO(n). • 
To prove Theorem 2, we need the following notation and result (see [8, 
§§2.C, 3.C]). 
Let x = (7¢  1 . . . . .  Xn )t, Y = ( Yx . . . .  , yn) t E A n. We say that x is weakly 
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majorized by  y, denoted by x "<w Y, ff the sum of the k largest coordinates 
of x is not greater than that of y, for k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
For a matrix X we will denote its j th singular value by sj(X). 
LEMMA 1. Let ¢P : R ~ R be a continuous increasing convex function. 
Suppose x, y ~ R n have entries arranged in descending order and x "<w Y. 
Then 
k k 
jffil j=l  
k = 1 , . . . ,n .  
Proof of Theorem 2. Since U(n) is compact and the determinant is 
continuous, the maximum and the minimum in the theorem are attained. We 
observe that it suffices to prove the theorem when A, B both have positive 
singular values. We firstly prove (1.3). It is clear that 
Idet(A + B)I = ]det Alldet(I + A-*B)I (9.4) 
Suppose the matrix A-1B has eigenvalues A1 . . . . .  A,, ordered in such a way 
that I All >/ "'" >t I Anl. Thus 
I n Idet (1  + A-1B)I = (1 + Aj) ~< YI (1 + IAjl). 
j= l  
It is known (e.g., see [14] and [8, pp. 246-248]) that 
p P P /3j 
1-IIAjl  ~< j I - I lSj(A-In) ~ I-I ~ fora l l  p = 1 . . . . .  n.  
j f f i l  'ffi j f f i l  Oln-j+l 
Applying Lemma 1 with ¢ (x )  = ln(1 + eX), which is convex for x ~ R, 
we have 
n 
Idet(I  + A-IB)I  <~ 1-I (1 + IA/I) ~< f i  [1 + sj( A- IB) ]  
j f f i l  j f f i l  
j ffi 1 ~n- j  + 1 
Having in mind (2.4), (1.3) follows. 
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Next we prove (1.4). Suppose the inner radius of  the annulus D( A, B) is 
nonzero. By Proposition 1, there are two possibilities. 
First, assume /31 < or,. Then IXll < Isl(A-1n)l < /31//O~n < 1. Applying 
l_~mma 1 with dP(x) = - ln (1  - eX), which is convex if -o0 < x < 0, we 
have 
Idet(I + A-~B)I = j'=l~l (1 - Aj) >/j=112I (  -tai l )  
j= l  Oln-j+ l 
f i  [1 -- 8j(A-1B)] 
j= l  
Thus, having in mind (2.4), the assertion on the inner radius of D(A, B) 
follows. 
Finally assume /3n > aX" Consider ing now Idet(A + B)I = 
Idet B I Idet(B - 1,4 + I)1, the proof follows analogous teps. • 
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